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Abstract— Hadoop is distributed processing framework that 

manages data processing and storage for big data applications 

running in clustered systems. It is allows data to be stored in 

distributed format to be run in parallel. The cloud is well 

suited to provide the big data computation power required for 

the processing of these large parallel data sets. Cloud has the 

ability to provide the flexible and agile computing platform 

required for big data, as well as the ability to call on massive 

amounts of computing power (to be able to scale as needed).It 

is efficient, and it automatic distributes the data and work 

across the machines and in turn, utilizes the underlying 

parallelism of the CPU cores. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We live in an era where almost everything surrounding us is 

generating some kind of data. A click on web page is being 

stored on the server. A search on a search engine is being 

recorded and stored on servers. Even, an order of pizza 

generates data. Different organizations hold on this data to 

improve their current operations and innovate to generate 

newer products and opportunities. Processing or analysing 

this data becomes very problematic using traditional methods 

like storing data on tapes and drive. So, we need a more 

profitable approach for storage of data. Study and analysis of 

these vast volume of data has given rise to new term Big data. 

Big Data includes large volume, high velocity, and extensible 

variety of data. 

II. APACHE HADOOP 

Hadoop is a collection of open-source software used for 

storing and processing data in distributed fashion. It is 

licensed under Apache. Hadoop is written in java language. 

It is useful for solving problems involving massive amounts 

of data and computation.  

A. Components of Apache Hadoop 

1) Hadoop is Consists of Three Components 

1) HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File System) 

2) MapReduce 

3) Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) 

 HDFS 

It is responsible for storing files. It is developed to handle 

large volume of files efficiently. It is a distributed filesystem 

designed to work on clusters and makes it easy to store large 

data into smaller chunks also known as blocks and 

distributing them across multiple nodes redundantly. 

 MapReduce 

In MapReduce, task is broken down to two parts: Map and 

Reduce. All data flows in a pair of key and value < key, value 

> in MapReduce. All the data is read in the map function to 

read in the form of key and value pairs. Processed output is 

also in the form of key and value pairs. 

 Reduce function reads the intermediate < key, value 

> pairs emitted by the mapper and produces the final result. 

FUNCTION INPUT OUTPUT 

Map <k1,v1> list(k2,v2) 

Reduce <k2,list(v2)> list(<k3,v3>) 

 YARN 

Yarn is a nothing but a Resource Manager, used for 

scheduling jobs. Main job of YARN scheduler is to allocate 

available resources in the system in addition with competing 

application. It helps in managing the cluster utilization as 

resources are occupied all the time. 

B. Hadoop Architecture 

Hadoop clusters in production basically, runs on two different 

versions, 1.x version (MRV1) and 2.x version (MRV2), also 

referred to as Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN). 

Hadoop 1.x consist of following daemons: 

 Namenode 

 Seconday Namenode 

 Jobtracker 

 Datanode 

 Tasktracker 

Hadoop follows a master slave architecture design for data 

storage and data processing.  

 The Namenode daemon is a master daemon and is 

responsible for storing all location information of files 

present in HDFS. It holds the metadata of files in HDFS.  

 The secondary namenode daemon is responsible for 

performing periodic housekeeping action for namenode. It 

only creates checkpoints for metadata present in namenode. 

 
Fig. 1: 

 The datanode daemon acts as a slave node and it is 

responsible for storing the actual files instead of location of 

file in HDFS. Files are split into data blocks across the cluster. 

Datanode sends information to the namenode about files and 

the blocks stored in the node and responds to the namenode 

daemon for all filesystem operation. 

 The jobtracker daemon is responsible for accepting 

job requests from a client and assigning tasktracker with tasks 

to be performed. 

 The tasktracker daemon that accepts task (map, 

reduce, and shuffle) from the jobtracker daemon. It performs 

the actual tasks during MapReduce operation. It sends, 

heartbeat message to jobtracker, periodically. 
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C. Other Components of Hadoop 

Apache Hadoop components consists of  

 
Fig. 2: 

1) Apache Ambari 

Apache Ambari is a project aimed at making Hadoop 

management simpler by developing software for supervising, 

managing and monitoring Hadoop clusters. 

2) Apache Zookeeper 

Apache Zookeeper is a distributed coordination service. It is 

a framework that can be used to build distributed applications 

by providing a set if services such as a name service, locking, 

synchronization, configuration management and leader 

election services. 

3) Apache Oozie 

Apache Oozie is a data workflow scheduler for Apache 

Hadoop. Different types of jobs such as MapReduce, Hive, 

Pig, Sqoop, or custom jobs such as java programs can be 

scheduled and coordinated using oozie. 

4) Apache Pig 

Apache pig was developed by Yahoo! To make it easier and 

simpler for non-Java programmers to work with Hadoop. It 

provides a simple high-level scripting language called Pig 

Latin, which allows users to write intuitive scripts to process 

data stored in HDFS. 

 Internally, Pig is converted to many MapReduce 

jobs to process the data in HDFS. Pig is an abstraction over 

MapReduce. 

5) Apache Mahout 

Apache Mahout is a collection of algorithms relate to 

collaborative filtering, clustering, and classification of data. 

Most of the algorithms have been implemented in 

MapReduce and are readily available at the disposal of the 

analysts for their data analysis and processing. 

6) Apache Hive 

Hive is similar to Pig, Hive is an abstraction over 

MapReduce. It provides mechanism to define a structure of 

data stored in HDFS and queries it just like relational 

database. The query language for Hive is called HiveQL. 

7) Apache HBase 

HBase is the Hadoop database. HBase provides fast, random 

read-write access to large volume of data. HBase is a column-

oriented NoSQL data store. HBase is built on top of HDFS. 

8) Apache Sqoop 

It is tool for gathering data from external databases or for 

sending data from HDFS. 

 Sqoop is used to transfer data between HDFS and 

relational systems such as MYSQL and Oracle. 

III. PROBLEM WITH MANAGING HADOOP CLUSTERS 

There are many problems associated with Hadoop.  

A. Problem of High Availability 

Hadoop has a single Namenode, where metadata is stored 

about Hadoop cluster. Namenode is a single point of failure 

for entire environment. So, we need a more expensive and 

robust server to house the Namenode. 

B. Need of Additional Resources 

There is a notable learning curve associated with building, 

operating and supporting the cluster. There is need IT people 

having good knowledge n Hadoop for maintaining cluster. 

C.  Lack of Configuration Management 

As the cluster evolves and becomes more heterogeneous, we 

get different versions of configuration files to manage, with 

each version changing over time. This adds a version control 

requirement to our configuration management. 

D. Lack of a Dedicated Network 

Even though, Hadoop doesn’t require a dedicated network. It 

does requires network to work and perform well. Map and 

reduce causes a good traffic network, which adversely affect 

and be affected by constraints on a shared network.  

E. Lack of Monitoring & Metrics 

Except for build in web UI, Hadoop doesn’t provide much 

built-in monitoring. However it is very critical to make some 

new solutions for capturing Hadoop’s metrics as well as 

monitoring and alerting the general OS and network health of 

the cluster. 

F. Poor Allocation of Resources 

It is very important to allocate the right number of slots to a 

given machine. Otherwise, user might face long running task, 

out of memory errors and task failure. 

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING FOR HADOOP 

The cloud is ideally suited to provide the big data 

computation power required for the processing of these large 

parallel data sets. Cloud has the ability to provide the flexible 

and agile computing platform required for big data, as well as 

the ability to call on massive amounts of computing power (to 

be able to scale as needed), and would be an ideal platform 

for the on-demand analysis of structured and unstructured 

workloads. 

 In absence of cloud it is very difficult to manage 

Hadoop Batch workflows efficiently.  

 Managing clusters will be a very difficult task. With 

so much data being processed it will get way too difficult to 

manage clusters without the help of cloud. 

 Cloud computing is means of sharing infrastructure 

resources, and cloud-based infrastructure provides value 

through resource abstraction. The physical distance between 

compute and storage resources in a cloud environment may 

be large and/or unknown.  

 The use of cloud for Hadoop has enabled quicker, 

faster and efficient means of data storage and computing of 

the data from various clouds easier. All Big data computing 

industries save a lot on IT infrastructure by using latest 
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software technologies like Hadoop Cloud. It enables a 

company to store and access a huge number of data’s from 

different source locations. 

Some Major advantages of Using Cloud for Hadoop are: 

A. Flexibility 

Hadoop to the cloud offers businesses flexibility to use 

Hadoop as per their needs. One can easily scale up and scale 

down as often as one needs. 

B. Cost-Effective 

The cloud offers very cost-effective solution for Hadoop. 

Businesses only needs on pay-per-use basis to Cloud 

providers. So, they can pay for storage and analytics only 

without paying for whole system. 

C. Real-Time Analytics 

With MapReduce’s enterprise ready distribution available on 

the cloud, businesses can have instant access to their data for 

real-time processing and analysis. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have entered an era of Big Data. In this paper I have 

presented the overview of Hadoop, its components and the 

importance of cloud computing for Hadoop. Also, issues 

faced by Hadoop clusters and how cloud can be a solution to 

overcome such issues. I hope my work will provide a better 

understanding of the topic and its architecture and pave the 

way for further research in this area. 
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